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Do you fully utilize Workday®'s capabilities

and leverage the new functionalities?

 

Our health check program is designed to

highlight opportunities and optimize your

HR function.5
Reasons to conduct a health
check of your Workday® system

This will show you ways to strengthen your

tenant security configuration and minimize

concerns around fraud or data privacy.

Start by Understanding Your
Tenants Security Posture
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Make It About The User
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Users need to be encouraged to make Workday® a

platform of their choice. Effective organizations

should be aware of their challenges and support

ease of use, accessibility and efficiency of end users.

Diagnose your process complexity
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Simplicity is key to optimal performance and a health

check can provide valuable insights into the level of

complexity your conditions and validation rules have.

 

Furthermore, it is a great way to check on your

controls, notifications and business process routing

maintenance risks.

Focus on data
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For sure you want to leverage Workday®'s reporting and

analytics platform, but when was the last time you've

looked into your data accuracy and your standard &

custom reporting package?

 

A health check is the first step to strengthen your people

analytics and solve complex reporting issues.
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Optimize your
integrations

Another important factor impacting the

quality of your system involves knowing

and evaluating the latest Integration

Workday® updates and managing the

impact control between client and

vendor systems.

 

It may also come to how well you're

managing your integration regression

testing and organization changes

impact over your integrations.

By running a diagnostic exercise we can address
specific gaps and benchmark the 'current state'
against the Workday® standard and the best
practice we at ClouDevOps encourage.

If you are interested in a broader and more strategic perspective or just simply

optimize the way you are currently using Workday®, ClouDevOps can tailor a

Health Check program based on your organization specifics to support driving

continuous value within your HR Operations.

Disclaimer: Workday® is the registered trademark of Workday, Inc. ClouDevOps is not an affiliate

of Workday®, Inc. and it does not endorse its website, products, or services.
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